
Personal Ad 

 

Hello, Boyz personal ads, can I help you?  Oh, right.  I’ve got a pen.  Fire 

ahead. 

Man, comma, manly, comma, butch, comma, well-built, comma, hairy chest, 

not at all camp or effeminate, comma – no, I’m sorry you can’t have not at all 

camp or effeminate as one word – where were we?  Not at all camp or 

effeminate, comma, XXXXXVWE, hung like a horse, comma, 23 and a bit.  

Excuse me, I don’t want to be nosey, but what exactly is The Bit?  (Sniggers)  

Well, I know we allow a bit of leeway in these things, but in that case 

wouldn’t 45-ish be a little less misleading.  We don’t want you prosecuted 

under the Trade Description Act.  Oh well, it’s your money.  23 and a bit.  

Very sincere.  Full stop. 

Am into leather, comma, denim, comma, rubber, comma, PVC, comma, 

torture, comma, BDSM, comma, TT, comma, O, comma, A, comma, WS, 

comma, SM, comma, EF, comma – excuse me.  I’m not exactly 

inexperienced, but what is EF?  Really?  You’re joking….  Well, if elbow 

fucking is the latest thing in Weybridge….  EF, comma, fist fucking – no I’m 

sorry, I’d have to put that in as FF.  Well, Boyz is a family magazine.  And fist 

fucking is a bit near the knuckle.  OK?  I’ll read that back to you.  “Am into 

leather, comma, denim, comma, rubber, comma, PVC, comma, torture, 

comma, BDSM, comma, TT, comma, O, A, WS, SM, EF, FF – and am the 

romantic type. 

Seeks, boyish, schoolboy type, under 20 only, blond hair, blue eyes, tight 

buns, 9 inches, very cute, local to Weybridge, must have own car and pad.  

No, I don’t think you’re being fussy, no.  What’s next?  Ah yes – For: 

Sex, comma, deep throat, comma, no strings fun, comma, games, comma, 

correction, comma, shaving, comma, toilet training, comma, roleplay, 

comma, medical examination, comma – and perhaps friendship. 



Must be discreet, straight-acting and non-camp, and into 

leatherdenimrubberPVC – hang on, we’ve been here before.  Yes, I know it 

pays to advertise correctly.  Yes, I’m sure a man like you wouldn’t want a real 

pouf.  (Might rub off.) Can’t you just say “Must share similar interests”.  

Anything else.  Weekends only. 

Well, I’m sure you’ll meet someone who’s right up your street.  Oh, can I just 

take your name and address?  Cliff Richard, The Old Manor House, 

Weybridge. 

 


